Are You in the Path of the
Software Monster?

I am on my way home from India and excited about what is going
on at our office in Pondicherry, where we have our software
development office. Each time I go, it is exciting to see
what has manifested from a small 10’ x 15’ room with 2 people
back in 2004 to a facility expanding 4000 square feet and
about 40 people today! This team is filled with smart, highly
analytic minds with a desire to grow, progress, and improve
their lives while making a positive impact on their families.
I have watched as they have matured, gotten married, had
children, and bettered their lives, increasing their standard
of living. It is a great feeling to see this evolution and
connection we have with the team!
Connectivity is an important word. My increasing exposure to
the effects of connectivity has opened my mind to new levels
of thinking.
In 1999, I created a mutual fund called the
iFund. It was the first shareholder-controlled fund, where
connectivity drives intelligence making the group smarter than
any individual. To make this happen, we utilized software to

bring shareholders together to manage the portfolio.
From
that moment, I knew software would be the driving force
connecting a business to it’s customers, financials,
inventory, and new markets.
I recently read an exciting article by Marc Andreessen in the
Wall Street Journal called “Why Software is Eating the
World.” Marc invented the Netscape Browser which changed the
landscape of how we connect online. He explains that software
is a huge growth opportunity! Companies like HP are
transitioning from the PC hardware biz into software for
better prospects. He believes the future of the world
economies is brighter because of the potential expansion of
the software industry.
Marc says, “My own theory is that we are in the middle of a
dramatic and broad technological and economic shift in which
software companies are poised to take over large swathes of
the economy.” He believes the growth we saw over the past
decade from about 50 million people to 2 billion people
connected will translate to 5 billion connected using
smartphones in the next 10 years!
Imagine the power of 5
billion people connected . . . real time, all the time!
This makes me wonder about the possibilities for new
businesses, including low start-up costs for internet based
operations, as well as the potential problems for existing
businesses not moving in this direction. His examples include
how software has changed music with Apple, books with Amazon,
movies with Netflix, direct marketing with Google and Groupon,
telecom with Skype, and recruiting
with LinkedIn.
Organizations in every industry need to be aware of this
software revolution!
My partner April Cox and I created Efficience in 2004 to build
custom software applications for others and to generate
products that are niches to help businesses improve. Sluice
and MeetingHabits are two products we have out there, and we

look forward to creating even more to meet our core purpose:
Discover solutions that make life better for all.
What are you doing to not get eaten by the software world or
to benefit from the software world?

What’s the Pattern Here?

Have you ever noticed how things work in cycles with
observable patterns? As someone whose strength is observing
and seeing patterns, I find it helpful to know that these
patterns exist and to see if this awareness generates some
form of opportunity. This may be because I have that
entrepreneurial instinct that draws out this intrigue, but
whatever the case, they seem to pop up everywhere.

You can find these patterns in the stock market, football
teams, the weather, time to market saturation for products,
and a multitude of other things. For example, look at the
stock market over a long period of time. You will see that
over time the price to earnings ratio (PE) tends to expand and
contract over a longer time horizon than the normal business
cycle.
From 1903 to around 1920, you should notice a contraction of
PE from around 24 to 5. From 1920 to 1930, the PE surged from
5 to 28. From 1930 to 1950, it contracted back to 9. From 1950
to 1969, it expanded from that 9 to about 23. Then from 1969
to around 1980, it dropped back down to 7. From 1980 to 2000,
you should see it surge up to 42 (can you say bubble?). We
have been on a PE contraction since then. The sad news, as you
can see from the pattern, is that a long uptrend does not
typically start until the price to earnings ratio falls into
the single digits.

Being a University of Tennessee football fan, I observe the
patterns there also. As fans, we have high expectations every
season, which makes it difficult to see the patterns. However,
you can go back to the 1960s and see a good decade for the UT
program. The 1970s were tough. The 1980s bounced around with
big ups and downs. The 1990s were great, and the decade of the
2000s has been sad. You would think from this, the current
decade will improve.
If you listen to the news, you would think we have been on a
warming trend from the past 100 years. Actually, we have been
on a warming trend since the late 1970s. In the mid-70s, all
the major news stories reported how the average temperatures
had been dropping since the 1950s, so we would all starve to
death because of crop failures. Last winter, we had snow on
the ground in Knoxville, TN for over three weeks. Typically,
snow only stays on the ground here for a couple of days, and
this was the first time since I started living here in 1981
that this has happened. Could this be the start of something
new?
Finally, notice the trend of how breakthrough technological
inventions saturate the market. In a general sense, the
automobile, television, and radio each took about 30 to 40
years to fully saturate the market. The VCR took at least 15
years. The internet reached saturation after around 8 to 10
years, and it only took Facebook around 3 years once it opened
up to everyone.
This pattern is obvious, and we will see new products,
services, and software tools reach full penetration within a
year in the near future. This results from how connected
everyone has become, and this connectivity continues to
increase. I would say that at some point in the near future,
products and especially software will reach full market
saturation within weeks and even days.

What patterns do you see around you? Will these patterns
affect your business? Are there opportunities in those
patterns or just the satisfaction of knowing this is just one
of those cycles and will eventually change?

